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3.1 Introduction 

As discussed in tlie previous chapter hexatic liquid crystalline phases possess 

long-range bond-orientational order (BOO) but negligible interlayer correlation. 

Examples iriclude liexatic B (hex B), smectic I (Sm I), smectic F (Sm F) etc. 

More appropriately the hex B phase can also be described as smectic A (Sm A) 

pliasc sul)l)lct~ic~itcd by a six-fold 1100. In a sil~iilar fasl~iori, the S~r i  I atid Srrl F 

phases represent smectic C (Sm C) type of order supplemented by the six-fold 

BOO. Theoretically1 it has been argued that in the Srn C phase, long range 

order in tilt always induces BOO, albeit of small amplitude. This BOO grows 

rapidly on transforrnation from Sm C to Sm I (or Sm F) phase. In other words, 

both Sm C and Sm I (or Sm F) have identical symmetry. Consequently Sm C 

trarisforrns to  SIT^ I (or S I I~  k'), either through a first order phase transition or 

evolvcs continuously fro111 orie pl~asc to ariotlier without a phase transition. 

Experimentally, Brock et a1.,2 measured BOO and in-plane positional or- 

der both in Sm C and Sm I phases of a racemic 4-(2-methyIbuty1)phenyl 4'- 

(octy1oxy)-(1,l')-biphenyl-4-carboxylate (or 80SI) (racemic is a 1:l mixture of 

tlic riglit atid left 1i;ilitlcd fortns). Ilcsults sliowcd tliat tlie Fourier co~rlporictits of 

the hexatic order grow progressively on cooling from the Sm C phase to the Sm I 

pliase. 'l'llc BOO locked to tlie tilt grows conti~iuously, confirmirig tliat tliere is 

no abrupt transition; rather the evolution is smooth and continuous. Further 

thcsc results confirlri the theoretical prediction that tlie ficld it arisi~ig duc to a 

coupling between the tilt and hexatic order parameters induces a finite liexatic 
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order in the Sm C phase and can destroy the Sm C-Sm I phase transition. 

The situation that the Sm C-Sm I transformation can be either first order 

or of continuous evolution type without a phase transition, is similar to the gas- 

liquid transition or the paramagnetic-ferromagnetic transition in the presence 

of a non-zero applied field. It is well known that in these cases, the first order 

phase boundary terminates a t  a critical point followed by a continuous evolu- 

tion region-usually termed as the supercritical region. But such a critical point 

lias not been seen in Sm C-tilted hexatic (Sm I? or Srn I) systems. Based 011 

simultaneous analysis of ac-calorimetric data and the hexatic order parameter, 

Garland et al.,3 argued that in 80SI the zero tilt-field transition may be a first 

order transition. Despite these efforts, it is not known what material parameters 

coritrol tlie stre~igtli of this tilt field and conseyuelitly tlle nature of tlie t ra~i-  

sition. This chapter discusses experiments carried out to identify the material 

pararnctcr rcsponsiblc arid also tile scarch for a SIII C-S~ti  I critical point. 

3.2 Experimental 

Experiments have been carried out on three conipouncls belonging to the ho- 

mologues series of 4 - n- alkoxy biphenyl - 4' - (2' - methyl butyl) benzoates 

(nOBMBB) ~ e r i e s . ~  These compounds exhibit Cholesteric + Sm C* -+ Srn I* + 

Sm J phase sequence on cooling from the isotropic phase. (The asterisk indi- 

cates that the phases are chiral. But in the present discussion we ignore the 

differences between the chiral and achiral versions. Also to be noted is that the 

Sm J phase is the crystalline form of the Sm I phase and hence the name Cry J) .  
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'l'lie structural formula of the cornpounds studied are give11 in Table 3.1. 

The experiments have been carried out using aligned samples obtained by 

cooling a t  a slow rate from the high temperature cholesteric phase in the presence 

of an in situ 0.8 T magnetic field. The details of the experimental set up have 

already been described in Chapter 2. 

3.3 Results 

l7igure 3.1 shows a plot of temperature versus layer spacing d for the 7th, 10th 

and 12th hornologues of the nOBMBB series. The thermal variation of d shows ' 

an iricrcasc or1 l~assi~ig ~ r o ~ r i  S~ri C* to tlic S I I ~  I* phase. 'l'lie abse~icc of a juliip 

in d as well as the absence of a two-phase coexistence region confirms that the 

Sm C* pllase evolves co~ltinuously into the Srn I* phase with decrease in ter~iper- 

ature. Another feature which supports this conclusion is the thermal variation 

of tlie X-ray diffractio~i peak iritc~~sily across tlic Srli C*-SII~ I* trarisibior~. 'i'hc 

monotonic variation of intensity seen in figure 3.2 (for 120BMBB) is character- 

istic of transformations of the continuous evolution type.5 Similar features were 

observed for the 7th and 10th homologues also. 

The notable features of figure 3.1 are 

Altliough the total variation of d across the transition is quite sr~iall 

(.- 0.1A) for the 7th homologue, the essential feature (see inset of figure 

3.1) observed for tlie higher homologues -an increase in d on going from 

Sm C* to Sm I* phase -remains unaltered. 

The overall variation in d and its rate of variation with temperature, 
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4-n-olkoxy bipheny l 4 -(2!-methyl butyl benzoate 
n = 7,10 and 12 

Isotropic ---t Cliolesteric --+ Srn C* -+ Srn I' + Cry J 

Table 3.1: Strr~ctural forrr~ula of corriyou~icls belorlgi~lg to nOljMljB series. C'OIII- 
pounds used are with n=7, 10 & 12. 
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Figure 3.1: 'l'elnperature variation of the layer spacing d in the vicinity of Sm 
C*-Sm I* transition for the three homologues, n=7 (o), n=10 ( 0 )  & n=12 (A) 
of nOBMBB series. The data for n=7 is also shown in the inset on an  enlarged 
scale. The continuous variation of d for all the three compounds indicates that 
the transition is of the continuous evolution type. Here Te f f ,  the pseudo tran- 
sition temperature is identified as the inflection point on the curve. The  value 
of T, obtained in this manner is in vcry good agreement with observations of 
Goodby et  aL4 
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Figure 3.2: Thermal variation of peak intensity near the transition for the 12th 
member of nOBMBB series. Note the continuous variation in intensity on pa.ss- 
irlg fro111 S1n C* to Sm I* pliase. 'l'liis feature is characteristic of a coriti~luous 
t r ans f~rmat ion .~  
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Ad/Arl', particularly near t l ~ c  j>scudo-trarlsitioli point 'Ief f ,  illcrease as 

the chain length is increased. 

Notice that on increasing 'n' the temperature range ( R )  of the Sm I* phase in- 

creases. R is 2.1°C for 12 = 7, 8.g°C for n=10 and 16.2"C for n=12. Presumably, 

this increase in 12 is associated with the increase in the strength of the phase 

transformation, as reflected in the rate of variation of d. 

It may be recalled here that a similar trend has been observed6 for the 

10,13,15 and 19th members of the terephthal- bis alkyl aniline (TBnA) series 

which exhibit the Sm C-Sm I transition (see figure 3.3). In all these compounds 

the transition is first order accornpanictl by a jump in the layer spacing. The 

jump in d across the transition increases with an increase in the temperature 

range of the Srn I pliase. 'l'he lower members of the '1'13nA series with n=5, 6, 

7 and 8 exhibiting the Sm C-Sm F transition also show this type of relationship 

between the strength of the transition and the range of the hexatic phase, viz., 

the Sm F phase7 (see figure 3.4). A point that must be noted is that the higher 

homologues of 'l'lJriA series sliow the presetice of a second hexatic phase, i.e., 

Sm F below Srn J .  111 order to scc thc inflrrcnce of having a second hexatic 

phase on the nature of Sm C-Sm I transition, we undertook measurements on 

cor~~pounds which are structurally similar but differ in the number of liexatic 

phases they show. 

'l'he cornpounds used are8 

I .  his-(4'-n-1~eptyloxybenzyliderie)- 1,4-phenylenecliamine (TB70A) and 

Terephthal- bis-decylaniline (TBIOA) 
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Figure 3.3: l'hermal variation of d near Srli C-Srn I transition for higher members 
of 1'13nA horriologous series. (adapted frorri Itef. 6). Notice the jump in d at  
the Sm C-Sm I transition, indicating a first-order change. 
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Figure 3.4: Thermal variation of d near S11i C-Sm F transition for lower mem- 
bers of TI311A series. (F'ron~ Ilcf. 7). 'I'll(: bra.~isition is first order for all the 
con~poutids. 
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2. 4- (2'-met hylbutyl)phenyl4'-n-octyloxybiphenyl-4-carboxylate (8OSI') and 

4- (2'-methylbuty1)phenyl 4'-n-octylbiphenyl-4-carboxylate (8SI*) 

The structural formulae and the transition temperatures of these compounds 

are given in Table 3.2. TBlOA and TB70A look structurally similar (see Table 

3.2). Both the compounds have approximately the same temperature range of 

Sm I phase, e.g.,- 7°C for TB70A and - 9.1°C for TBlOA. The only difference 

is that TBlOA shows the presence of a second hexatic phase viz., Sm F phase 

with a range of 30% below Sm I whereas TB70A has only one hexatic (Sm I) 

phase. Thus the effective hexatic phase temperature range for TBlOA can be 

takcri as - 40°C colriparcd to N 9.1°C of 'l'1370A. 

Similarly the only structural difference between 80SI' and 8SI* is that 80SI* 

lias all alkoxy c l i a i~~  wliile 8Sl* lias all alkyl olie. 80SI' sliows tlie prescrice of o~ily 

one hexatic phase, viz,, the Sm I* phase, but 8SI* shows two types of hexatics, 

Sm I* arid Sm F* phases. But notice that the corrlbi~ied temperature range of 

the hexatic phases is slightly higher for 8SI* (6°C) than for 80SI' (4.8"C). 

Figures 3.5 and 3.6 show the thermal variation of layer spacing across Srn C- 

Sm I transition for TBlOA and TB70A. It is clear that the transition is first 

order for both the compounds marked by a jump in the layer spacing and also by 

tlie prescnce of a two-pliase cocxistc~ice rcgio~i. In fact, tlie cross-over bcliaviour 

in intensity seen across Sm C-Sm I transition (see figures 3.7 and 3.8) is also 

typical of a first order tralisition. 'Tlie ju~np il l  layer spacing for TLIIOA (E 2A) 

is about 16 times higher than that for TB70A. From Table 3.2 it is seen that 

tlic liexatic tc~iil)crat~lrc raligc is larger for '1'1310A tl~ali for TI370A. 
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TBlOA 

Isotropic ---r Srn A ----t Srn C - Srn I 
191.0 189.2 154.8 

----t S l n F  -+ Cry G 
148.7 -115 

bis - (4'-n- heptyloxy benzylidene )-1,4-phenylenediamine 

Isotropic - N 4 Sm C Srn I -+ Cry J 
237.6 195.7 165.4 158.7 

Isotropic 4 Blue pliase --+ Cholcsteric --+ S I I ~  A --+ SIII C!* 
139.8 135.9 134.1 84.4 

4 SIII I *  -----+ Stri 1:' + Cry (; 
68.3 64.3 62.3 

1sotroj)ic + Cholestcric -+ Snl A + S I ~  C* 
16!).4 I :j:1.8 

4 Srn I* ----+ Cry J 
79.9 -75.1 

Table 3.2: Structural forrnulae and transition temperatures (in "C) for TBlOA, 
TB70A, 8SI* and 80S18. 

a 
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Figure 3.5: Variation of d near Sm C-SIII I tl.ansition for TBIOA. Tcr is the 
Sm C-Sm 1 transition temperature. The dotted lines indicate the two-phase 
coexistence region. 
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Figure 3.6: Temperature dcpel~dence of (1 for TB70A. The data in the coexis- 
tence region are represented by filled circles. 
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Figure 3.7: Thermal variation of peak intensity near Sm C-Sm I transition for 
TB10A. Fillcd sy~rlbols mark tile data in the two phase region. The cross-over 
in intensity at the transition point is characteristic of a first order transition. 
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17igu1.c 3.8: 'l'l1cr111i11 virrial,io~i of 1)ci~k ir~(,c~~siby Ilc:ar t11c trallsitiorl for 'L'U70A. 
The data in the co-existence region arc ma.rked by filled symbols. 
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Figures 3.9 & 3.10 show d vs. T plots for 8SI* and 80SI*. 8SI* sllows 

a first order Sm C*-Sm I* transition characterised by a jump in layer spacing 

(see figure 3.9) and a crossover behaviour in intensity (Figure 3.11) confirming 

that it is of first order type, a feature in agreement with the observations of 

Dierker et a1.' For 80SI*, the smooth variation of both d (see figure 3.10) and 

intensity (figure 3.12) on going from Sm C* to Sm I* phase indicates that it is of 

continuous evolutiori type, in agreement with the high resolutiori synchrotron X- 

ray measurements of BOO and in-plane positional order.2 These features support 

the concept of a relationship between the range of the hexatic phase and the 

strength of the transition. 

3.4 Discussion 

Motivated by the success of the fit carried out by Wen et al.,1° on the layer 

spacing variation across the Sm Ad-Sm A2 transition, we attempted a fit of the 

data to the following expression 

Where t = (T - Teff), et represents a background variation, the co-efficients 

A+ & A- are the amplitu'de terms above (T > Teff) and below (T < Teff) the 

trai~sforlilation respectively. As seen in figure 3.13 this expression describes the 

data very well for all the three materials. Table 3.3 shows the results of this 

cornputatio~l. A remarkable result is the value of the exponent x obtained for 

different materials. The value of x - 0.5 (we will ignore the small variation in 

x seen as a function of chain length in nOBMBB compounds) is in excellent 
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Figure 3.9: d as a functiorl of reduced teri~pcrature for 8SI'. Notice the jurnp in 
d indicative of a first order Srn C*-Sni I*  transition. 
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Figure 3.10: d vs. T plot for 80SI*. Al>scnce of a jump in layer spacing suggests 
that the transformation is of tile contin~~ous evolution type. 
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Figure 3.11: Plot of peak i~ite~ksity a.s a ffr~lictio~i of reduced te~nperature for 
8SI'. Filled sylribols mark the data in tlic two pliase region. 
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Figure 3.12: Temperature dej)elltlence of peak intensity for 80SI*. 
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Figure 3.13: Tlierrnal variation of d across Srii C*-Srii I* t~.a~isitio~i for C O I I I I ) O U ~ ~ S  

belonging to n0UMBB series. Solid line is a fitting to equation 3.1. 
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Table 3.3: Fit parameters for the three homologues of nOBMBB series and for 
8OSI'. 

Note: The error in the determination of the amplitudes A+ & A- is better than 
10 %. IIowevcr, in the casc of 80SI' the values are deterrni~~cd with rrluch less ac- 
curacy, as the variation is comparable to that of the background. (Similar problem 
was encountered by authors of Ref.11). For this reason the ratios A+/A- is not 
give11 for 80SI'. 

Compound 

C7 

C10 

C 12 

8OSI' 

R 
(in OC) 

7 

8.9 

16.2 

4.8 

x 

0.56 f .02 

0.53 f .01 

0.44 f .O1 

0.44 f .O1 

A- 

8 . 5 ~ 1 0 - ~  

3 . 8 ~ 1 0 - ~  

6 . 9 ~ 1 0 - ~  

8 . 2 ~ 1 0 - ~  

A+ 

- 1 . 5 ~ 1 0 - ~  

- 4 . 8 ~  

- 7 . 1 ~ 1 0 - ~  

- 3 . 3 ~ 1 0 - ~  

A-/Af 

-0.6 

-0.8 

-0.9 

- 

deff 

21.35 

23.99 

26.1 

27.68 
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agreement wit11 the specific heat exponent a=0.52 (Itef. 11) and a=0.47' (Ref. 

3) obtairied for 80S1, the racernate of 80SI*. This is significant for two reasons. 

1. It is kliowll, i ~ t  Ici~s1 i t i  t30S1, t l ~ a l  tllcrc is at1 apj)rcciahle cllatigc 

(- 3 orders of magnitude) in the in-plane density across the Sm C-Sm I 

tran~formation.~ In contrast, the layer thickness varies by only a few per- 

cent. Despite this small change, the temperature dependence is controlled 

by the same value of the exponent as in the specific heat data which reflects 

the total volume change. 

2. The value of x being - 0.5 for all these compounds is in conformity 

wit11 the value obtairied for a number of materials exhibiting Srri A-hex 13 

transitions12 or Sm C-Sm I  transition^."*^ This feature supports the argu- 

r ~ ~ e n t  that tlie St11 C-Sln 1 critical poirlt rrlay belong to a new universality 

class which includes the Sm Ad-Sm A2 critical point.'3 In fact, the ex- 

ponent obtained for the layer spacing variation near the Sm Ad-Sm A2 

critical point is also very close to 0.5." Note that all these experimental 

values are in close agreement with recent theoretical predictions,'3 which 

places the Sm Ad-Sm A2 and Sm C-Sm I critical points in the same but 

new universality class. Furthermore, the ratio of A- /A+ obtained for the 

compound belonging to nOBMBB series sliow a strong change on varying 

the chain length from n=7 to 12. The increase in the values of the am- 

j)litutlcs tlictrlselvcs is ~)crhaps iridicative of tlie approach to tlic critical 

point. This is apparent when the temperature derivative of the layer spac- 

ing is plottctl (see figure 3.14). It is ilitcrcsting tliat tile plots 111i11lic tlie 
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d 
Figure 3.14: Plot of - (d )  as a function of reduced temperature T-TPeak for 

dT 
n=7, 10 & 12th member of nOBMBB series. The data lying within 0.5"C of 
Tpeak are shown here. 

Temperature ("C) 

Figure 3.15: Thermal variation of heat capacity ncar the Srrl C-Sm I tsa~~sition 
for 80SI (frorn Itef. 11). 
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C p  (specific heat ant constarit pressure) variation across the Sm C*-Sm I* 

transition in 80SI" (see figure 3.15). In fact such an agreement between 

the in-plane density variation and the specific heat plot across Sm A-hex B 

transition, were recently reported by Stoebe et al.14 In view of these results 

it would he illtcrcstillg to study the in-plane correlation length (which can 

only be done with very high resolution synchroton X-ray measurements) 

and Cp variation in nOBMI3B materials to understand the nature of the 

Sm C*-Sm I* transformation and its approach to the critical point. 

In explaining the results of synchrotron X-ray experiments2 on 80S1, Aharony 

et all5 came up  with a generic phase diagram for these systems. By considcr- 

ing the coupling of BOO with the crystalline order parameter, they suggested a 

phasc diagraril for tllc Srn A-hex 13-Cry B systcrn (scc figure 3.16). 'I'wo irrll~or- 

tant features of this diagram are the existence of a tricritical point (TCP) on 

the Sm A-hex B phase boundary16 and a triple point where the Sm A, hex B 

and Cry B phases meet. Neglecting the effect of induced BOO (in other words 

assulnirig tlic tilt ficld h to be r~cgligiLlc), Allaror~y ct all5 further argued that 

a similar phase diagram should exist for the tilted versions also, i.e., involving 

Srn C, Sin I arid Cry J pliases. 

But due to the presence of induced BOO, Sm C and Sm I phases become 

isosy~ii~iictric, a factor wliicli prccludcs a scco~id ordcr phase trallsitio~l betwccll 

the two phases. This situation is similar to the paramagnetic-ferro~~lagnetic 

transition in the presence of a non-zero applied field, which turns the TCP irito 
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Crysta l  

Figure 3.16: Generic temperature-concentration phase diagram near the Sm A- 
hex B-Cry B triple point. The broken(ful1) lines indicate second-(first-) order 
transitions. (I'rorn Ilef. 15). Note tlie existence of a tricritical point on tlie Srn 
A-hex B line. 

Figure 3.17: Proposed phase diagram involving Sm C-Sm I-Cry J phases. CP- 
denotes a critical point. 
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a critical point CP. From our X-ray studies on compounds belonging to nOBMBB 

series it is clear that although d evolves continuously across the Sm C*-Sm I* 

transformation its strength increases with an increase in the temperature range 

of the Sm I* phase. It may be safe to presume that with further increase in 

the temperature range of the Sm I* phase, a critical point followed by a region 

where the transition would be first order can be observed. Data on compounds 

belonging to other series also appear to support this idea.6-7 Further, studies 

on compounds TB70A and TBlOA showed that the jump in d across the Sm C- 

Sm I transition is more for TBlOA, which has a larger temperature range of 

hexatic phase (see figures 3.5 and 3.6). Similarly the Sm C*-Sm I* transition 

is C ~ I I ~ ~ ~ I I \ I ~ I I S  i t 1  80Sl* (S(X f i g ~ ~ t ~ :  3.10) w ~ L I I  sligl~t~ly S I I I ~ ~ I I C ' ~  ~ ~ ( ! I I I ~ ) ( ~ I . ~ \ ~ ~ , ~ I I * ( ~  t.il.tlg(! 

of the hexatic phase than 8SI*, which shows a weakly first order Sm C*-Srn 1" 

traiisitiorl (see figure 3.9). 

Since the temperature range of the hexatic phase has been observed to play 

a decisive role in controlling the nature of the Sm C-Sm I transition, we propose 

a tentative phase diagram (see figure 3.17) for Sm C-Sm I-Cry J systems. Notice 

that the Sm C-Sm I transition is first order up to a certain concentration and 

gets terminated at a critical point, i~eyotld which there will be just a cotitin~ious 

evolution from one phase to another. Although the materials of the nOBMBL3 

series we 11ave stutlicd sliow only a cot~titluoris evolutiori, the stre~lgth of sucl~ an 

evolution itself increases on increasing the chain length, indicating the approach 

to tllc critical poit~t,. 7'11~1s tllc cllait~ Icngtl~ plays t,11c role of the piirr7.111~t~r X 

in the proposed phase diagram. However, in view of the results obtained on 
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other compounds mentioned in this chapter, perhaps a better and more general 

candidate for this parameter could be the range of the hexatic phase. More 

experiments are needed in this direction to generalise these results. 

In the light of these observations, it is interesting to note that in a recent 

theoretical analysis of more general phase diagrams in smectics, Deforitaines arid 

Prost13 also proposed topologies involving the Sm C-Sm I critical point which 

have been reproduced in figure 3.18. 



Figure 3.18: l'liase diagrams irivolving St11 C, Snl I(or Sm F), Sm Bhez(or hex B) 
and Sm A phases in a ( p ,  1') plane. Solid lilies represent first-order and dotted 
lines scconcl-order tra.nsi tiolls. a)  (laso il~volvilig Sln C-Sm I critical poilit, C. 
E: is a critical etid point and l', 1" arc tricritical points. b) Case involving 
Sm C-Sni I critical poirit C, triple point T, arld three tricritical points P, P I ,  

PI1. c )  Albcrliative topologies i~lvolvi~lg critical ond point E, triple point T arid 
tricri tical point 1'. (Fro111 Ilcf. 13) 
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